1\1\GINC-SC32\FOpt\RB3LYP\6-31G(d)\H2\BUC562\03-Nov-2003\0\\# G3MP2B3 OPT=(TIGHT,CALCFC) SCF=TIGHT MAXDISK=6553600\\H2\\0,1\H,0.,0.,0.37139\ H,0.,0.,-0.37139\\Version=DEC-AXP-OSF/1-G03RevB.03\State=1-SGG\HF=-1.1 754824\RMSD=4.911e-15\RMSF=3.360e-06\Dipole=0.,0.,0.\Polar=0.,0.,0.,0. ,0.,6.3774049\PG=D*H [C*(H1. 1\H,-0.6306697226,1.5926890476,-0.0016028 769\C,-1.9670585671,0.4999934339,0.0141250383\C,-1.3390883824,-0.75999 96454,0.0065305964\H,-0.0856163536,-0.5248064609,-0.0204559772\H,-2.33 63039241,0.9529025041,-0.9016893198\H,-2.3157012467,0.9530998211,0.938 1046917\H,-1.4113430938,-1.3497728835,0.9218972379\H,-1.4366527694,-1. 3511392454,-0.9054797392\H,0.1653843295,1.4000640157,-0 
TS(HOH)
1\1\GINC
TS(CH 3 C(O)OH)
1\1\GINC-SC11\FTS\RB3LYP\6-31G(d)\C4H10O2\BUC562\10-Dec-2003\0\\# G3MP 2B3 OPT=(TS,TIGHT,CALCFC,NOEIGENTEST) SCF=TIGHT MAXDISK=268435456\\CH3 CH3 -> CH2CH2 + H2 TS (MeCO2H, C1)\\0,HC(O)O - 1\1\GINC-SC160\FOpt\RB3LYP\6-31G(d)\C1H1O2(1-)\BUC562\21-Nov-2003\0\\# G3MP2B3 OPT=TIGHT SCF=TIGHT MAXDISK=65536000\\HCO2-\\-1,1\C,
TS(HC(O)OH)
1\1\GINC-SC8\FTS\RB3LYP\6-31G(d)\C3H8O2\BUC562\10-Dec-2003\0\\# G3MP2B 3 OPT=(TS,
TS(FC(O)OH)

